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Part heavy-armored melee fighter, part magic-user, the Guild Wars 2 Guardian is a powerful class
with unique features. As a spiritual successor of the Paragon, the Guardian uses shouts and buffs to
support the entire party while smashing through enemies on the battlefield. One of the unique new
skills for this class includes the four different Spirit Weapons. This Guild Wars 2 guide gives some
details on what these do.

Spirit weapons are ethereal weapons summoned by the Guardian. As sequence skills, they canâ€™t be
interrupted. Up to three weapons can be activated at a time. They will automatically attack an
enemy or target allies and the player, yet they canâ€™t be attacked by the enemy themselves. Their
duration is limited, but the Guardian can use skill called â€œCommandâ€• to dismiss them early for special
abilities.

The Bow of Truth, the first spirit weapon, is a great healing tool. When it is summoned, it will remove
negative conditions to the targets in a limited area. When the Guardian uses the Bow command to
activate its second ability, the Bow of Truth will shoot a barrage of arrows that heal at its location.

The Hammer of Wisdom works well for both defense and knock-downs. When summoned, the
Hammer of Wisdom defends the Guardian with a three-hit chain. The final hit in the chain causes a
knockback. When the Guardian gives the Hammer Command, it knocks down the enemy for three
seconds.

The Shield of the Avenger defends the Guardian by absorbing any incoming projectiles and also
pushing foes back. When the Guardian activates the Shield Command, the Shield will fly out, doing
122 damages and causing weakness on multiple enemies for six seconds. The Shield disappears
after the Command is given.

The fourth Spirit weapon is the Sword of Justice. It will do 694 points of damage. After the Sword
Command is issued, the Sword strikes the ground at its location, damaging nearby foes for a total of
2,308 points.

Knowing details of the special Spirit weapon abilities will lead the Guardian take full advantage of
both offensive and defensive role
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Guild Wars 2 guild can be found widely on the internet from many fan sites that are waiting
expectantly for game launch. The author is one of those who are enjoying publishing game tips to all
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